News Channel relying on
Community

INTRODUCTION
Information is an essential component of the societies in which we all live.
It is so important that it influences our daily decisions and the way we build
our future. Independence, autonomy and facts should then be required to
receive the information we all deserve.

CryptoPol News has decided to explore the blockchain technologies in order
to allow journalists (professional or not) to write news articles in a
decentralized way where the community will be involved in the Editorial
Validation Chain. Other key factors, highlighted above, are independence
& autonomy. We believe that independence & autonomy may be achieved
through to anonymity, so we will let journalists, or writers, decide whether
they want to use their real name or a pseudonym … we only require that the
news articles are serious, documented and based on verifiable facts.

This document aims to outline as clearly as possible the foundations pf this
new venture, the plan to build it, and the relevant elements needed to
achieve this goal with the community.
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DISCLAIMER
Potential changes
This whitepaper provides high-level information on what CryptoPol News
team plans to build in the coming months. However, things can change
and our findings during the development stages will influence the directions
that will be taken.

Information provided in this document should not be considered as a
commitment, promise or guarantee. The same applies for any individual
and / or organization, named or not, involved in this project relating to the
future availability of services, the use of the tokens and their performance
and / or value.

Financial disclaimer
All project details provided in this document or any other means including,
but not limited to social networks, email, … are for informational purposes
only.
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Information provided should not be considered as legal, investment, tax, …
or any kind of other advice.

Nothing stated in this whitepaper constitutes or will constitute an offer,
solicitation, endorsement by the team, and any third-party, behind the
CryptoPol News project to buy or sell financial instruments in the jurisdiction
of operations or any other jurisdiction.

Also, please, take the time to do your own research before deciding to
support CryptoPol News or any kind of decentralized project.

Finally, all comments and remarks to improve our vision are more than
welcome provided they are given in a constructive way.

We wish you a good reading from now on.
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THE VISION OF CRYPTOPOL NEWS
We all have had the opportunity to see how information relayed by the
various broadcasters (newspaper, tv channels, social media, etc.) can have
an impact on a series of daily decisions and behaviors due to social
activities, commodity prices, stock markets fluctuations, diplomatic
relations,…

News is today constructed to reflect the main opinion or political
views of the broadcasters (and the journalists) and, at times,
influenced by some other interests.

CryptoPol News aims to build an ecosystem, a community and tools that
will relay information, validate, and disseminate it in a decentralized and
cross universe way (real life & metaverses). This will allow anyone to create
news articles, the community to validate the reliability and the quality of the
information and disseminate it validated freely, anonymously or not.

Only this way we can be comfortable with the information we receive.
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HOW THIS VISION WILL BE DEVELOPED
As mentioned above, it will be an ecosystem (a set of tools and tokens) that
will operate for freedom purposes. But at this point, let’s focus on CryptoPol
News.

The team
A dedicated team is being set up to support business and technical
developments, but also the processes on a global scale. The founding
team, who will remain anonymous at this stage, has a broader financial,
legal and technical background and will be supported by few partners.

The process
The process should be simple, clear and reliable enough to build trust and
the community. Below is a high-level overview of the process, as drafted
today, which will reward Editorial Chain participants with CPNEWS token and
other selected tokens.
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Local writers (1) – anyone with BSC wallet
This is the starting point for the activities of information chain.

Anyone with writing skills may submit news articles on any topic they wish
to address. A submission platform will be made available to start writing.
When an information is validated, by the reviewers / proofreaders (checking
the quality) and the voters, thanks to the voting app, and finally published
on CryptoPol.News, they will be rewarded at 2 different levels:

Reward 1

once the information is published

Reward 2

the total views which will generate rewards for reading the
article (some controls will natively be on the platform to
avoid bots and abuse).

If the article is not published, rewards will not be accessible.

Local proofreaders (2) – Should own CPNEW tokens
1st level of the validation chain which is divided in 2 sub-levels.
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Initial reviewers (1st sub-level), composed by community members, who will
check the editorial quality of the information, whether the article does not
infringe any property rights and whether there are any editorial errors. It will
then be supported by a news analyzer based on artificial intelligence (AI).

News articles that meet the required quality level will then be submitted to
senior reviewers (2nd sub-level), composed by the community members, for
final verification before submitting the articles to voters.

The proofreaders will then be scored based on the level of validation
received by the voters and rewards will be given for each article published
after the validation by the voters.

CryptoPol Voting App (3) – Should own CPNEWS tokens
Ultimate level of the validation chain before to publish articles.

Each CPNEWS token will give to its owner the voting power to decide which
article should be published on CryptoPol.News. It will not only be “yes” or
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“no”, but voters will also have to confirm their approval on various key
aspects of the news articles.

Voters who vote for a news article to be published on CryptoPol.News will
receive rewards based on our revenue model, as detailed below, and their
level of CPNEWS token ownership.
CryptoPol.News (4)
Today used to share information on the project, CryptoPol.News expect to
be the platform where articles will be published. This is the main domain
which will be used to access local subdomains when they become
available.
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REVENUE MODEL
CryptoPol News
We expect that CryptoPol.News to have several readers which will grow

over time as, with blockchain, it will be delivered globally with a first focus
on the crypto community. We plan, in our developments, advertising

components which will generate revenue to be shared with Editorial Chain

participants. Other revenue streams will be developed, but this remains to
be defined.

The rewards for chain participant
Advertising revenue will be calculated on a weekly basis and shared

proportionally (table below and volume of readings) between the Editorial

Chain participants and CryptoPol.News.

WWW.CRYPTOPOL.NEWS
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Illustrative example
If a 7-day week generated the equivalent of 1,000,000 USD in tokens



The writers will receive globally (35%) the equivalent of 350,000 USD in
token (to be shared between the writers in proportion to the volume of
readings generated by their article during the 7-day period.



The Proofreaders will receive (15%) the equivalent of 150,000 USD in
token (to be shared between the proofreaders proportionally to the
reads volume generated by the published articles they have validated
and the seniority level).



The voters will receive (25%) the equivalent of 250,000 USD in tokens
(to be shared among voters proportionally to the number of CPNEWS
tokens they own, and the published article readings they have voted
for)



CryptoPol.News will retain (25%) the equivalent of 250,000 USD in
tokens used to maintain the platform, to provide additional
developments, to support the activity and to generate revenue.
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VIEW ON THE ROADMAP
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VIEW ON THE TOKEN
Token name

CryptoPol News

Symbol

CPNEWS

Network

Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

Contract

0xe594E6858CdF0A1072703577E9169F161b8f1b37
Contract will be renounced once we will be certain that
everything is running perfectly.

Total Supply

21,000,000,000 $CPNEWS minted as from the start. No other
CPNEWS will be minted at a later stage. Total supply is then
equal to maximum supply.

No burn has been planned at this stage, but some possibilities exist at a
later stage.

UTILITY TOKEN
$CPNEWS is a utility token which will be used as voting power to validate
news articles that will be published on www.CryptoPol.News. Voters who
have voted for a published article will be rewarded with CPNEWS and /or
BNB.
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Cross chain approach
It is indeed the goal to operate regardless the network used by the writers
and the voters in order to make CryptoPol News accessible to all.
However, we have decided to start with BSC as it seems to be among the
most affordable, accessible and used by the majority.

The first focus is to make the news platform and the voting app available
and performing perfectly as early as possible.
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Fair Launch

35%

7,350,000,000 CPNEWS

Public sale & exchanges

10%

2,100,000,000 CPNEWS

Team

7.5%

1,575,000,000 CPNEWS

Reserve

7.5%

1,575,000,000 CPNEWS

Rewards & Partners

10%

2,100,000,000 CPNEWS

Advisors

5%

1,050,000,000 CPNEWS

Airdrops Reserve

25%

5,250,000,000 CPNEWS
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Fair Launch
35% will be used to create the initial liquidity, to fix the launch price and to
start the business activities.

These activities are defined in the Fund

allocation table in the next section.
Make sure you are connected to one of our communication channels
(shown on the website) to get the right information.

Public sale & exchange
10% will be used for public sales and for exchanges. This part of the token is
locked and will be released progressively, details will be shared at a later
stage.

Team
7.5% will be retained for the team and will be locked for at least 18 months.
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Reserve
7.5% will also be retained as a strategic reserve. The business may encouter
some difficulties, which is why we prefer to keep a certain amount of token
stored by our side. Additionally, these tokens will be locked for a period of 3
months which will be extended monthly until we release them or burn them
(partially or totally). The decision will be made based on the business
context in which we will be. of course, we will inform you in due time. This
may also be used for additional exchanges.

Rewards & Partners
10% will be used to promote CPNEWS and rewards community to act
positively for the promotion of the business. It includes a part reserved as a
bug bounty for early testers that will help us to find elements that are not
properly developed, allowing us to fix them before the first official launch. To
be clear, the goal is not and will be not to “cash burn all the available tokens
and or funds” to cause the value pump. The goal is and remains to build a
strong community that will support the business throughout its journey.
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Advisors
5% will be used to reward advisors who will help us to develop, deploy and
drive this business the right way.

Airdrops Reserve
25% is used to reward the community that supports the project. Some
tokens have already been airdropped; the remaining tokens have been
stored in the reserve wallet.

TOKEN TAXES & REFLECTION
10% Taxes
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FUNDS ALLOCATION

Research & Developments

35%

Marketing & Growth

20%

Security & Audits

15%

Operations

15%

Liquidity

10%

Public & Legal Affairs

5%
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Depending on the different agreements we may have, funds will be used in
either crypto or in Fiat.

For Fiat usage, they will be converted through

exchanges that allow this kind of conversion.

Research & developments (R&D)
For the R&D part, the team will be supplemented by subcontracting
companies that will bring additional skills required for the project. The core
team will then work in close collaboration with these subcontractors. All
these people must to be paid and 35% of the funds collected will be used
for this purpose as well as for the required tools and services.

Marketing & growth
There is no business if no one knows about it. From the start, we will need to
build a marketing strategy that aims to inform, communicate and increase
the community buy-in. 20% of the collected funds will be used to this
purpose. The goal is not to burn all the marketing funds to pump the price
of the token, but to ensure a growing adherence to the project, to strengthen
the community and to build a strong brand, because this is key for this
project.
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Security & audits
We should ensure that the set of tools and the processes behind them are
completely secure and work perfectly according to the processes that have
been designed. 15% of the funds collected will be used to test, audit and
secure the developments.

Operations
A set of services will be provided with the tools. People or partners behind
this are named operators and will need to be paid. We want the user
experience to be as optimal as possible. At the launch we will not be
generating revenues. Therefore, we have decided to reserve 15% of the
funds to cover these services.

Liquidity
In addition to the liquidity generated and locked at the end of the pre-sale
phase and the liquidity generated by all transactions we have reserved 10%
of the funds collected to increase the level of liquidity to attempt to reduce
the price volatility of the token. It has not been decided yet when the
liquidity will be added. This decision would directly be linked to the behavior
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of the token. We will make sure to communicate on due time about this
point.

Be sure to follow us on the various means of communication

available.

Public & Legal Affairs
We are playing in a field (decentralized business) that is changing a lot as
it evolves and becomes mainstream. To deal with any legal issues and
disruptions, we must be well prepared, covered and compliant with existing
and potential new laws.

5% of the funds collected will be used to be

supported by legal consultants and / or lawyers who will help us to make
the project as compliant as possible, to create agreements with our
subcontractors, suppliers and partners.
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CONCLUSION
As mentioned in the introduction we expect to create an ecosystem that will
support free, fair and validated information. The first stage of this coming
ecosystem concerns the news shared daily. The next stages, out of 3
identified today, will be revealed when we are far enough along and, above
all, when appropriate.

Next, we would like to confirm that we are completely dedicated to this
project and ready to make it as successful as possible.

Finally, we hope you enjoyed reading this whitepaper and are as excited as
we are, ready to move on and help to build CryptoPol.News.

Looking forward to talking to you on the communication channels we have
created for.
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ADDITIONAL DETAILS
CPNEWS addresses
Ownership

0xb624399A63C4DA9B477ccE085E5C00f878161147

Team

0x845a9610Ef680e7ab80A9E759CBd4c4A5EBA87eb

Marketing

0xAb8d008125428d5576663A08eFB95afF0bE4A41a

Reserve

0x63b823cb49e3436324aa18c09dAbDBd58b194052

Advisors

0xb624399A63C4DA9B477ccE085E5C00f878161147

Rewards & Partners

0x991e4c3A14f7D43f6658A4b8E2B54B855dfd0C1C

Important links
Contract

Team locking

Reserve locking
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